Project Assistant (PMMMNMTT TLC Project)

Remuneration: Consolidated salary of Rs. 35,000/- per month

No. of Post: Two (Unreserved, on contract)

Period of Contract: One year (Extendable based on performance & availability of funds)

Age Limit: 35 years (Relaxation as per Govt. of India norms)

Qualification & Experience: B.Sc. in Physics/ Astronomy/ Mathematics/ Electronics with a strong interest in Astronomy and Astrophysics

Desirable: M.Sc. in Physics/ Astronomy/ Mathematics/ Electronics with good domain knowledge in Astronomy/Physics/Mathematics/Electronics, experimental skills and experience in handling of telescopes, proficiency in English and at least one Indian language, proficiency in handling office/ publication software and internet based tools, other skills relevant for this centre; knowledge of video recording/ editing.

Nature of Work:
1. Assist in the development of course material and experiments
2. Day to day management of workshops, laboratories and experimental set ups (including telescopes)
3. Any form of assistance in academic events and projects
4. Help in educational video production
5. Any other responsibilities assigned related to astronomy education and activities of ACE

Last date of application: July 21, 2019